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							      	THE EHG POST [Winter 2023]

							      	
							      		
							      			
							       				28/11/2023							      			
							      		
								  	

							   

							      
							    
EHG Post's special edition titled 'Winter Whimsy: La Siesta’s Festive Escape' offers an exquisite blend of tradition and luxury in Hanoi’s Old Quarter. It highlights La Siesta Classic Hang Thung, where Vietnamese tradition meets modern …
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							      	Sky-High Dining: Savor the Flavors at Red Bean Central

							      	
							      		
							      			
							       				08/11/2023							      			
							      		
								  	

							   

							      
							    
Step into the realm of gastronomic delight at Red Bean Central, the pinnacle of fine dining perched on the 11th floor of the esteemed La Siesta Classic Hang Thung. This restaurant, with its capacity to …
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							      	La Siesta Classic Hang Thung: A Blend of Vietnamese Tradition and Modern Luxury in the Heart of Hanoi

							      	
							      		
							      			
							       				08/11/2023							      			
							      		
								  	

							   

							      
							    
La Siesta Classic Hang Thung, a jewel in the crown of the La Siesta hotel chain, unveiled its grandeur with a grand opening in early November. Situated at 21 Hang Thung Street, the hotel is …
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							      	THE EHG POST [Summer 2023]
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In this edition of the EHG Post Summer 2023, we are excited to announce the official opening of our newest hotel: La Siesta Premium Saigon. Located in District 1, Ho Chi Minh City, this luxurious …
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							      	La Siesta Diamond Hotel & Spa closes its doors at the end of May 2021
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Hanoi, 1st May 2021

After 11 years, a loyal clientele of guests, and consistently ranked in the top 10 of Hanoi hotels, the Elegance Hospitality Group (EHG) Management Board sadly announces the closure of one of …
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							      	2020 TRIPADVISOR TRAVELERS’ CHOICE AWARDS – EHG “BEST OF THE BEST” AROUND THE WORLD

							      	
							      		
							      			
							       				28/07/2020							      			
							      		
								  	

							   

							      
							    
As part of TripAdvisor’s sterling efforts in supporting the global tourism and hospitality industry’s ongoing recovery, the world's largest and most influential travel platform has just announced the winners of its 18th annual Travelers’ Choice …
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							      	THERAPY FOR THE FEET AND SOUL

							      	
							      		
							      			
							       				28/02/2020							      			
							      		
								  	

							   

							      
							    
“When a tree dies, it is the roots that die first. When a person ages, it is the feet that age first.” ~ Ancient Chinese proverb

The foot is one of the most overworked and underappreciated …
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							      	Happy International Women’s Day 2020 with EHG

							      	
							      		
							      			
							       				27/02/2020							      			
							      		
								  	

							   

							      
							    
We have a special surprise for all the ladies out here on the occasion of Women's Day! Treat your woman to a romantic outing with a hearty dinner.
Let’s celebrate International Women's Day at every restaurant and …
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							      	A new future of the Diamond Sky Bar
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Hanoi, 25 February 2020 

Elegance Hospitality Group (EHG) announces that since 5 March the Diamond Sky Bar at 32 Lo Su street Hanoi is now under new ownership. The bar’s name will remain unchanged at …
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							      	Red Bean Cau Go Restaurant changes hands

							      	
							      		
							      			
							       				20/02/2020							      			
							      		
								  	

							   

							      
							    
Hanoi, 20 February 2020 

Today the Elegance Hospitality Group (EHG) announces that after three years implementing a new business strategy it has stepped down from Red Bean Cau Go restaurant when the group handed over …
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							      	THE ESSENCE OF TAMANU OIL

							      	
							      		
							      			
							       				18/02/2020							      			
							      		
								  	

							   

							      
							    
A TROPICAL REMEDY AND SKIN TREATMENT

While the body’s skin can be dry massaged, the absence of oil makes the whole massage for both the therapist and customer less comfortable. Therefore, the spa world incorporates oils …
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							      	LA SIESTA RESORT HAS EVEN MORE TO OFFER

							      	
							      		
							      			
							       				08/02/2020							      			
							      		
								  	

							   

							      
							    
The beautiful exclusivity, peace, service and features of La Siesta Resort are much loved by discerning guests seeking something unique within Hoi An’s hospitality industry.

In January 2017 EHG’s Hoi An La Siesta Resort property was …
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							      	Celebrate Valentine’s Day 2020 with EHG

							      	
							      		
							      			
							       				07/02/2020							      			
							      		
								  	

							   

							      
							    
Most people consider Valentine’s Day as one of the most awaited moments of the year, especially for those who are a couple. Having dinner during the special day with your loved one could be a …
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							      	THE GOLDEN FACE OF SAPA
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In 2013, at the age of 27, Tuan Le invented the Sapa Cocktail for the third round of the 2013 Diageo World Class Bartender competition held in Ho Chi Minh City (the final of which …
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							      	TOP 10 THINGS TO DO IN HOI AN

							      	
							      		
							      			
							       				01/02/2020							      			
							      		
								  	

							   

							      
							    
Apart from the obvious attractions of Hoi An Ancient Town there are other activities not to be missed during your visit:
1. Hire a La Siesta red bicycle to explore the area down alleyways and country …
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							      	Red Bean Cau Go Restaurant under new ownership

							      	
							      		
							      			
							       				31/01/2020							      			
							      		
								  	

							   

							      
							    
The Elegance Hospitality Group (EHG) is pleased to announce that on 1 February 2020 the ownership of Red Bean Cau Go restaurant will change hands. The management remains with EHG, while the new owners will …
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							      	TIPS FOR VISITING HANOI AT TET

							      	
							      		
							      			
							       				22/01/2020							      			
							      		
								  	

							   

							      
							    
WHY YOU SHOULD PLAN AHEAD WHEN VISITING HANOI DURING TET
Governed by tradition, taboos and legends, Tet Nguyen Dan (Tet) welcomes the lunar New Year and spring’s arrival. People honor their ancestors and make offerings at …
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							      	HANOI IN BLOOM FOR TET

							      	
							      		
							      			
							       				20/01/2020							      			
							      		
								  	

							   

							      
							    
Cho Hoa Quang An (Quang An flower market in Tay Ho district) is Hanoi’s largest and best known fresh flower wholesale market in north Vietnam. In the past flower sellers from the market garden villages …
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							      	THE COLORFUL AND CULINARY TRADITIONS OF TET 2020

							      	
							      		
							      			
							       				17/01/2020							      			
							      		
								  	

							   

							      
							    
Tet is an occasion to celebrate and a time for people to gather and enjoy traditional food with family and loved ones in a cosy atmosphere.

To mark the year of the Rat, EHG's restaurants & …
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							      	THE ULTIMATE IN 2020 TET LUNAR NEW YEAR COUNTDOWNS

							      	
							      		
							      			
							       				15/01/2020							      			
							      		
								  	

							   

							      
							    
STRIKING TET FIREWORKS TO LIGHT UP HANOI’S NIGHT SKIES

Governed by tradition, taboos and legends, Tet Nguyen Dan (Tet for short) welcomes the Lunar New Year and Spring’s arrival. It is Vietnam’s most important festival and …
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